
C have studied two devices for longitudinal emis

sion tomography of the thyroid: a seven pinhole (7P)
collimator (1) and a time-coded aperture(TCA) (2).

The 7P collimator was originally designed for myo
cardial tomographic imaging by Vogel et al. (3,4). We
have optimized the reconstruction software(5), thereby
removing the main objections against the device. Fur
thermore, we have redesigned the system for the needs
of thyroid tomography. Geometric arguments suggest
that the 7P device is more suited for thyroid imaging
than for myocardial imaging (1).

The time-coded aperture was originally designed by
Koral et al. (6,7). Their system was capable of produc
ing good quality reconstructions (8,9), but there were
difficulties in keeping the reconstruction time within
reasonable limits. Resinger et al. (9) reported a mini
mum computation time of 2 hr on a commercial nu
clear medicine computer system. Our reconstruction
program, which takes -@@â€˜l1 mm using a 588 kbyte
memory partition of a 16 bit minicomputer, produces
good quality phantom reconstructions (2). We im
proved the design of the device in several ways which
have increased the sensitivity of the system and have
facilitated the handling of the collimator.

The purpose of this paper is to compare the two
devices on the basis of the phantom experiments de
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scribed in (1,2) and, especially, of patient data. We
recorded thyroid projections from four patients, both
with the 7P collimator and with the TCA device. Of
course, no statistically valid conclusions can be drawn
on the grounds of only four cases. This study merely
intends to give an indication of the capabilities of both
devices.

METhODS

TheTwoDevicesandTheirEnvironment
Both devices are designed to be mounted on a large field

of-view gamma camera (effective diameter 380 mm, intrinsic
FWHM resolution 4 mm). The camera has built-in electronics
that correct for nonlinearitiesand energy distortions (in prac
tice, this means that there is virtually no need for a nonuni
formity correction).

The preprocessingand reconstruction of the data is per
formed in a 588 kbyte memory partition ofa 16-bit minicom
puter with a (pipeline)vector processor.A video image
processor linked to this system is used for display of raw data
and results of the reconstruction process.

Thethyroid7Pcollimatorisa modificationofthe 7Psystem
thatwasdevelopedfor hearttomographyby Vogelet al. (3,
4). The collimator consists of a lead pinhole plate, located at
60 mm from the camera crystal, with seven pinholes of4 mm
diameter. The center of the central pinhole is situated on the
optical axis ofthe system (Fig. 1). The six peripheral pinholes
are spaced evenly at 63.5 mm from the axis. Following i.v.
injection of a suitable radionuclide (e.g., 1231),this configura
tionrecordssevenprojectedimagesofthe radioactivitydistri
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Two devicesespeciallydeelgnedfor tomographicthyroidimagingarecomparedon the basis
of phantomexperimentsandfour patientstudies:a sevenpinhole(7P)collimatoranda time
codedaperture(rCA). Theresultsof patientstudiesshowthat the 7P collimatormaymiss
smallerabnormalitiesandis proneto incorrectpositioning.TheTCAreconstructionsof
patientdataconfirmthe goodperformanceobservedin the phantomstudiesanddemonstrate
a highdegreeof lesiondetectability.TheTCAalsoprovideshigherefficiencyandshorter
imagingtimesthanthe 7Pcollimator.It is thereforeconcludedthat TCAimagingis a
promising alternative to multiple view pinhole imaging of the thyroid.
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tor.Thisreflectsthe factthatwe expecta betterresolutionof
thepresentdevice.

Thecameradataaredigitizedin a 128x 128pixel(picture
element)frame.The numberof pixelsfor whichthe count
rate is used for reconstruction is 8,232 (7 x 1176), while the
number of voxels (volume elements) of which the intensity is
to be reconstructedis equal to 4,468.

The time-coded aperture was originally proposed by Koral
etal.(6). Itessentiallyconsistsoftwo leadplates,oneofwhich
(thecodeplate)containsa patternof pinholes,the other(the
aperture plate) contains a large square opening defining an 11
x I I pinhole area(Fig. 3). Usingelectricsteppingmotors,the
code plate is shifted over the aperture plate such that for each
plate position a different pattern of pinholes lies in front of
the squareopening.Dataarecollectedin 121time intervals
(or plate positions),duringeach of whichthereare always
exactly 40 pinholes in front ofthe aperture. On the one hand,
this means that the sensitivity of the device is high. On the
other hand, however,the acquisitiontime for each plate
positionis short, so relativelyfewcounts reachthe detectorin
one time interval.Furthermore,therewillbe 40 overlapping
pinholeprojectionsof thethyroidon thecrystal.

The dataacquisitiontime intervalis equalfor each plate
position and is set prior to the data collection process to a
valuein between8 and 13sec (thetotalacquisitiontimewill
then lie in between19 and 29 mm). Smallertime intervals
would yield statistically unacceptable data; larger time inter
valsareconsideredunacceptableforthepatient.

The electronicsforthe motorsand forthe specificmove
mentof the code platearebuilt into a separatedevicecon
troller console that also contains the hardware needed for
communication with the host computer.

Some system parameters follow below. The camera data
are digitized into a 64 x 64 pixel frame. The distance from
themidplaneofthe codeplateto thedetectoris 145mm.The
spacingbetweenthe centersofadjacent pinholesis 5 mm and
the dimension of the pixels is also chosen to be 5 mm x 5
mm. The diameterof the pinholesis equalto 3.2 mm. The
object space is divided into eight slices of 7.5 mm thickness
all lying parallel to the collimator (the reconstruction volume
starts at 26.3 mm from the midplane ofthe code plate). Only
a verysmallpartof the reconstructionvolumecan be â€˜seen'
through all pinhole positions. The simultaneous field of view
is far too small to encompass the complete thyroid and,
therefore, the whole field ofview should be reconstructed (this
differs from the situation in the 7P case). The total number of
rawdata(pixelcountrates)is 256,036,whilethe numberof
voxels from which the intensityis to be reconstructedis

detector

FIGURE 1
The 7P thyroid collimator. The
dashedlines encompassthe simul
taneousfieldof view(SFOV).

SFOV

butionin the thyroid(andits surroundings).Theprojections
are nonoverlapping owing to lead septa placed between adja
cent pinholes(Fig. 1).The pencil-shapedvolumesimultane
ously viewed by the projection sectors through the correspond
ing pinholes is the reconstructionvolume (Figs. 1 and 2). The
camera should be positioned so that the thyroid falls entirely
within this simultaneous field of view (SFOV). The thyroid
7P collimatordiffersfrom the heart7P collimatorin the
followingrespects:

1. The diameter of the pinholes is 4 mm instead of 7 mm.
This improves the resolution throughout the simultaneous
fieldofview(SFOV)ofthe system,butreducesthesensitivity.

2. The distance from the collimator to the detector is 60
mminsteadof 127mm.Thisimpliesthatthedistancebetween
the organand the detectoris considerablysmalleras well,
whichhas a positiveeffecton both the resolutionand the
sensitivityof the device.

TheSFOVis dividedintoeightslicesof 7.5 mmthickness'
beginning at 41.3 mm from the collimator midplane, i.e., 35.5
mm fromtheoutersurfaceof thecollimatorplate(Fig.2).

The in-plane voxel size varies from 3.1 mm x 3.1 mm in
thefirstslice(nearestto thecollimator)to 6.1 mm x 6.1 mm
in the last slice. These sizes are approximately a factor of 2
smallerthanthe correspondingonesof the heart7P collima

@-. /@

FIGURE 2
Theeightreconstructionslicesin the simultaneousfieldof
view.Thedashedlinesarethe bOUndarieSof threeprojec
tioncones(onecentral,two peripheral).
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FIGURE 3
The code plate with its pattern of
pinholes(top). Note that the plate
alsocontalnsa largerplnholefor pa
tient positioning.The apertureplate
(bottom) consists of a flat circular
leaddiskwitha largesquareopening
defininga 11 x 11 pinholearea.

r
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59,980.The in-plane voxeldimensions vary from 1.0 x 1.0
mm2 in the slice nearest to the collimator to 2.8 x 2.8 mm2
in the slice farthestaway.

The data acquisition is performedwith a smallerdedicated
computer system that is attached to the gamma camera and
that also communicates with the TCA controller. The raw
data frames are stored on a dual-ported 300 Mbyte disk of
which the second port is connected to the main computer on
which the reconstruction is performed.

Preprocessing and Reconstruction
For both the 7P collimator and the TCA system, the raw

projection data have to be preprocessed in order to correct for
impropergamma camera settings.

For the 7P collimator the following procedureis followed.
1. The 7P projection ofa referencepoint source is used to

spatiallytransformraw projectiondata such that thesewillfit
the configurationexpected by the reconstructionsoftware.

2. The imageofa sheetsourceis usedto correctfor system
geometry (i.e., to make the projection data invariant to the
angle ofincidence ofthe rays on the detector). This correction
simultaneouslycompensates for gamma camera inhomogene
ities(whichis not particularlynecessarybecauseofthe correc
tion electronics in the gamma camera head).

For the TCA device the preprocessingstep is more compli
cateci.

I. First,each raw 64 x 64 frame is transformedso that all

pixels have a physical dimension of 5 mm in both the x- and
the y-direction. Second, we correct for x- and y-offsets in the
gamma camera electronics, by shifting each 5 mm x 5 mm
pixel frame so that its geometric center lies on the axis of the
system. The values of the scale factors and the offsets are
extracted from the projection of an on-axis point source
located at a specific distance from the aperture. Given the
geometry of the system, we can calculate exactly where we
should find the 40 projections of the point source on the
detector. The scale factors and the offsets can then be deter
mined from the measuredpositionsby using a least squares
optimization algorithm.

2. Once a 64 x 64 frameis properlyscaledand translated,
we extracta 46 x 46 pixel frame from its center. The 46 x 46
pixel frames are used as input for the decoding process.

3. The multiplexing of the 40 thyroid projections on the
crystal surface entails that each pixel will register counts
coming from different parts ofthe object. A proper reconstruc
lion is possible only when one knows for each pixel how many
counts come from which direction. Therefore, the projection
data have to be decoded before reconstruction can take place.
How the decoding of the data is performed is discussed in
detail elsewhere (2,6,7). The result of the decoding process is
a set of 121 46 x 46 frames, each belonging to one pinhole
position in the aperture as if only that pinhole was open
during acquisition. This implies that after decoding we have
121 single pinhole projections of the thyroid. These single
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pinhole projections can be corrected for system geometry.
This correction, performed using the mathematically calcu
lated projection of a sheet source through the corresponding
pinhole, will compensate for the different angles of incidence
ofthe radiationfallingthroughthe pinhole upon the detector.
Note that sucha mathematiccorrection will not compensate
fordetectornonlinearitiesand nonumformities.In the present
situation, we assume that this is taken care ofby the correction
electronics in the gamma camera head. We should also note
that thedemultiplexingofthe data inducesnoise,that ispartly,
but not completely, suppressedby the reconstruction proce
dure. Finally,it is important to note that the decodingprocess
can be performedduring data acquisition by determining the
scale factors and offsets for the preprocessing before the ac
quisition process is started.

The image reconstructionproblem can be translatedinto a
set oflinear equations for both devices. In orderto solve these
two matrix equations, we use a variant ofan algebraic recon
struction technique (ART3) that was proposed by Herman
(10). A discussionofour algorithmcan be found in an earlier
paper(5).

Afterreconstruction,the reconstructedTCA slices areproc
essed with a filter we called FIZEVO (FInd ZEro VOxels).
This operatorresetsthe intensity ofall nonzero voxels to zero
if they contribute to a zero-valued pix@ltsurrounded by zero
valuedneighbors.We also examined the effectsof thisoperator
(and several variants of it) on the 7P reconstructions, but
found that the quality of the reconstructionswas not signifi
cantly improved.

Phantom Experiments
Weperformedthefollowingphantomexperimentsinorder

to assessthe applicabilityofboth devices.
Point source resolution studies. In order to determine point

source FWHM resolution ofthe system throughout the recon
struction volume, we have acquired data with a small cobalt

57 emitter (diameter 0.4 mm). By fitting the reconstructed
point sources with three-dimensionalgaussoids we obtain the
FWHM point source resolutions.

Thyroidphantom studies. We used the Pickerthyroid phan
torn in our experiments. It contains three cold spots of 6, 9,
and 12 mm diameter, respectively,and one (local) hot spot of
12 mm diameter. The phantom is filled with a technetium
99m solution,and is placedwithin the fieldof viewsuch that
its midplane coincides with the boundary surface between
slices4and 5.

Patient Studies
All patients were administered a dose of 30 MBq iodine

123 (1231)intravenously, 4â€”5hr prior to the data collection.
First the 7P data are collected(that takes 10-30 mm depending
on the count rate: the acquisition is stoppedif 750k counts
have been collected or ifthe maximum acquisition time of 30
mm is exceeded), followed by the TCA data. The acquisition
time interval for the TCA data collection is normally set such
that the total acquisition time is equal to 19 mm. For those
cases where the count rate is very low, this time interval can
be adjusted. In between the two data collection sessions a
break ofhalfan hour is inserted so as to give the patient some
rest, to replace the 7P collimator by the TCA, and to readjust
the settings of the gamma camera. A few patients were also

subjected to the conventional method ofthyroid imaging using
a single pinhole collimator. In this technique, three images
are acquired from different angles (anterior, left anterior
oblique,and rightanterior oblique),whichis whythis method
is sometimes called multiple view pinhole imaging (MYPI).
For the patients in question the results of MYPI will be
included in the discussion.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the results of FWHM studies for the
7P collimator. The average of the in-plane resolution
fxy is 4.9 mm with a standard deviation of 0.3 mm.
The z resolution fz averages 5.6 mm (s.d. = 0.8 mm).
Hence, in-plane resolution and depth resolution are
almost equal. Moreover, the figures indicate that, as
expected, fxy and fz are correlated with the distance
from the point source to the collimator the nearer to
the aperture plate, the better the resolution.

The poor depth resolution for extended sources is
one of the greaterdrawbacksof incompletely sampled
systems. It would, therefore, be interesting to show and
discuss the in-depth point response function since this
would help to understand the performance of the sys
tern in the case of an extended source. However, the
severe undersampling of the object volume in the
z-direction (7.5 mm slices) precludes the possibility of
a reliable calculation of the in-depth point response
function. This reasoning also applies to the TCA device
of which Table 2 shows the FWHM resolution figures.
The average in-plane (xy) resolution is 3.6 mm (s.d. =
0.4 mm) and the z resolution averages 4.8 mm (s.d. =
0.4 mm). Moreover, the data in Table 2 clearly shows
that also for the TCA device the resolving power in
both the xy- and the z-direction decreaseswith increas
ing distance to the aperture.

Figure 4 shows the thyroid phantom reconstructions
for both devices. The 7P reconstruction is nice and
smooth, whereas the TCA reconstruction contains more

52.5
60.0
67.5
75.0
82.5
90.0

4.4 4.9
4.6 4.7
4.8 5.2
5.0 5.9
5.1 6.5
5.3 7.1

4.6 4.2 4.5 4.5 4.6 4.9 4.7 5.1
4.7 5.2 4.8 5.3
4.8 5.6 4.9 5.6 4.8 5.7

5.1 6.8 5.2 6.5 5.3 6.5
5.0 6.1

. z Distance (mm) from the point source to the plnhoie plane, r

distance(mm)to the detectorads, fxy FWHMresolutionparallel
to the detector plane, ft FWHMresolution parallelto the system
axis.
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in order to evaluate and compare the two devices. Four
of these studies are discussed here.

Figure 5 shows a patient with a normally functioning
thyroid. In the 7P reconstruction we can observe arti
facts in the first few slices. The TCA reconstruction is
less smooth but it seems to have a better in-plane
resolution. It should be mentioned here, that during
acquisition of the TCA data, the patient had great
difficulty in lying motionless (she had neuritis in her
right arm and had to be massaged all through the data
acquisition which instigated small movements of the
body and thus of the thyroid). The quality of the
reconstruction indicates that the TCA system is not
very sensitive to slight patient movements during ac
quisition. The 7P device is, of course, less sensitive still
because only one picture is acquired in -@.-20mm.

We included Figure 6, that shows reconstructions of
a patient with a very large thyroid, to point out an
advantage of the TCA over the 7P collimator. The 7P
reconstruction shows that the collimator was not prop
erly positioned. This can partly be blamed on the fact
that positioning must be performed with the same (4
mm diameter) pinholes as are used for the actual data
collection. It can therefore take a while before enough
counts have been collected to judge whether the colli
mator is in position, especially if the thyroid has taken
up very little of the injected 1231dose and/or has an
unfamiliar shape (both arguments apply in the present
study). In clinical routine, the time spent on positioning
will be minimal, that may sometimes result in incorrect
positioning. The TCA plate has a special positioning
pinhole with a relativelylargepinhole diameter(7 mm).
This means that positioning can be done three times as
fast as with the 7P collimator which implies less mis
takes and more accurate positioning. The 7P recon

TABLE 2
TCA FWHM Resolution Values for Point Sources in Air

37.53.04.13.14.23.04.145.03.24.43.34.33.24.23.24.352.53.34.83.44.73.44.860.03.54.83.64.83.65.0

3.55.03.64.867.53.65.03.85.43.75.1

75.0 3.8 5.2 3.9 5.1 4.0 5.4 3.9 5.5 4.0 5.2

. z Distance(mm)fromthepointsourcetothepinholeplane,r
distance(mm)to the detectoraxis,fxy FWHMresolutionparallel
to thedetectorplane,ft FWHMresolutionparallelto thesystem
axis.

noise. Furthermore, the 7P device apparently has a
better resolution in the direction along the axis of the
system. This is understandable because the midplane of
the SFOV of the 7P system is viewed from a range of
440, whereas the corresponding viewing range for the

TCA is 24Â°.In the 7P reconstructiontwo cold spots can
be clearly distinguished, but the third one appears to be
too small (6 mm in diameter) to be detected. In the
TCA reconstruction, however, this cold spot can be
observed quite well. According to these phantom ex
periments it is hard to tell which of the two devices is
more appropriate for thyroid tomography. This deci
sion can only be made on the basis ofthe patient studies
which will be discussed in the next paragraph.A more
extensive description of the phantom experiments can
be found elsewhere (1,2).

We have recently begun performing patient studies

FIGURE 4
Reconstructions of the Picker thyroid phantom filled with a 5 MBq @Tcsolution. With the 7P collimator (reconstruction
shown on the left) a total of 707k counts were collected in 8 mm. The TCA device (reconstruction shown on the right)
collecteda total of 2.8M counts in 7 mmand 40 sec.The reconstructedtomogramsare storedfrom left to right and
from top to bottom(theupperleft sliceis nearestto the collimator).Eachof the slicesis encompassedby a circle(for
7P reconstructions) or by a â€˜square'(for TCA reconstructions) to indicate its boundary.
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FIGURE 5
63-yr-oldfemalepatientwftha normalthyroidgland.With the 7P collimator(reconstructionon the left)a total of 750k
counts were colleCted in 12 mm. The TCA device cOlleCteda total of 7.4M counts in 19 mm. Note the artifacts in the
7P reconstruction(arrows).

struction contains a lot ofartifacts in the first slices, not
in the least because of incorrect positioning. The part
of the thyroid that can be observed, indicates that the
left lobe is very large and has accumulated airnost no
activity. The right lobe seems to function properly. The
TCA reconstruction shows a relatively noisy picture
because of the low count rate. During the total ac
quisition (which was, in fact, too short), 3.3M counts
were collected which is less than the minimum 4.5M
counts that we found were necessary for a proper recon
struction (2). Nonetheless, the TCA reconstruction
demonstrates that the left lobe is very large and cold
and that the right lobe is normal ofsize and activity.

Figure 7 shows a patient for which the 7P and the

TCA reconstructionscan be interpreteddifferently.The
7P reconstruction is smooth and does not contain many
artifacts. On initial observation, the thyroid appears to
be functioning normally. On closer inspection, how
ever, two hot spots may be observed: in the right lobe
near the top and in the left lobe near the bottom. The
TCA reconstruction, though noisier, gives much more
detailed information about the locations and the di
mensions ofthe two hot spots. An accompanying MVPI
study clearly demonstrates the presence of these two
hot spots, but does not give any detailed information
about their respective positions and sizes.

Figure 8 shows a patient with a small hot spot on the
isthmus. This hot spot can be observed in the third slice

I
I

â€˜4

FIGURE 6
55-yr-old female patient with a large left lobe in which almost no activity has accumulated. Left: 7P reconstruction
(630kcountswerecollectedin 23 mm).Right TCAreconstruction(3.3Mcountsin 19 mm).Notethat the 7Pcollimator
was positionedincorrecUy.
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FIGURE 7
33-yr-oldfemale patient with two hot spots in the right lobe. Left: 7P reconstruction (750k counts were collected in 20
mm). Right: TCA reconstruction(6.OMcounts in 19 mm). Improveddetection of the two hot spots (arrows) is
demonstratedby the TCAimages.

of the 7P reconstruction and in slices 2 and 3 of the
TCA reconstruction. The diameter of this more or less
circularly shaped spot that can be derived by measure
ment from the TCA tomograms, is -@-4mm. In the 7P
reconstruction, the diameter of the spot is rather large
and its intensity (relatively) low. Both these effects can
be ascribed to the â€œsmoothingpropertiesâ€•of the 7P
technique. Because ofthe large diameter ofthe hot spot
and its relatively low intensity on the one hand, and
because ofthe position ofthe spot (on the outer surface
of the isthmus nearest to the collimator) on the other
hand, this defect can easily be â€œoverseenâ€•and inter
preted as being a normal part of the thyroid (compare
with Figure 5, slice 3). Furthermore, both 7P and TCA

reconstructions show that the two lobes are of normal
shape and size and do not contain any other abnor
malities.

DISCUSSION

The anatomy of the thyroid gland and the diseases
affecting it make high resolution tomographic imaging
desirable. The two devices discussed in this paper both
have tomographic capabilities. Another reason to in
vestigate these techniques is that, in theory, the two
devices have the following advantages over the standard
thyroid imaging technique (MVPI).

I
â€˜1

FIGURE 8
37-yr-oldfemalepatientwith a hot spot on the isthmus(arrows).The 7P reconstruction(500k counts in 30 mm)is
shownon the left andthe TCAreconstruction(2.4Mcountsin 29 mm)on the right.Notethat the hot spot is veryclear
in the TCAreconstruction,but caneasilybeoverseenin the 7P reconstruction.
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1. The size ofthe thyroid and the sizes ofdefects can
be measured from the tomograms. Consequently, the
volume of the thyroid and of abnormalities in the
thyroid can be estimated. This can be valuable to radio
nuclide therapy.

2. The inherent high contrast of reconstructed tom
ographic images leads to improved lesion detectability
(this is particularlyimportant for cold lesions).

3. The efficiency of the devices (especially of the
TCA) is quite good because they can be placed in close
proximity of the thyroid. This implies that small holes
can be used and, accordingly, that the resolution of the
systems is high.

4. The imaging time is shorter, not in the least
because repositioning is not necessary.

From the patient studies the following conclusions
can be drawn.

1. From almost all studies it is obvious that position
ing of the TCA device is easier than positioning of the
7P system. In order to improve positioning of the 7P
system, the construction of the collimator should be
modified such that is contains a larger (e.g., 7 mm)
positioning pinhole. It seems worthwhile to consider
the use ofsmaller imaging pinholes in orderto improve
the resolution of the device in exchange for a loss in
sensitivity (resulting in less smooth images).

2. Most 7P reconstructions contain artifacts in the
first few slices, whereas TCA images contain more
noise. These effects can easily be explained.

During the 7P reconstructiononly the activity within
the SFOV is reconstructed. The 7P projection data,
however, may contain contributions from areasoutside
the SFOV (especially in the case of incorrect position
ing). The reconstruction algorithm will have problems
with reconstructingthis extraneous radiationbecause it
can only attribute radiation to voxels within the SFOV.
This process will induce artifacts.

The signal-to-noise ratio in an element of the recon
structed TCA image (voxel) has been shown to depend
on the entire source distribution (6), and is, therefore,
very difficult to calculate. We can only give an indica
tion of the average noise in the reconstruction which
should be a function of the average source distribution
and, thus, of the average number of counts per pixel.
Working on the premise that during the complete ac
quisition a total of 6M counts are collected, we find
that for one data acquisition time interval (one plate
position) the averagenumber ofcounts per pixel is â€˜@@l5,
which is rather low (for the thyroid 7P collimator, the
average is @-90counts per pixel for a 750k counts
study). It is not very surprising, therefore, that the
reconstructionscontain some noise, especially in those
regions where the source intensity is low (outside the
thyroid).

3. From the studies it is obvious that the 7P device
does not fully meet our expectations. The reconstruc

tions look nice and smooth, but this smoothness can
be misleading because it may conceal smaller abnor
malities. The TCA device, however, has very good
potentialities. Even small abnormalities can be observed
in the tomograms.

On the basis of the above phantom experiments and
patient studies we conclude that the TCA device pro
vides a promising method for thyroid imaging, espe
cially because we have removed the main objection
against this device: the prohibitively long reconstruction
time. We expect that the method is better suited for
thyroid imaging than MVPI, because it combines high
resolution tomographic capabilities with other advan
tages such as size relationship maintainance, high effi
ciency, shorter imaging time and improved lesion de
tectability. Final conclusions will have to await a more
thorough clinical evaluation.

The 7P device is able to detect abnormalities and to
give information on the dimensions of the thyroid, but
does not appear to produce reconstructions ofa quality
high enough to compete with the TCA imaging system.
Further studies are mandatory in order to investigate
whether our preliminary conclusions concerning the
two devices hold true and to test whether the theoretical
advantages ofthe two devices over MVPI are confirmed
in a clinical setting.

NOTES

. Normally, the deterioration ofthe resolution with increas

ing distance to the collimator is taken into account by using
sliceswithincreasingthicknesses.In clinicalpractice,however,
a nonconstant slice thickness makes quantitative evaluation
of the reconstructionmore difficult.

t In this context a pixel is an element of a preprocessed

frame ratherthan an element of a raw data frame.
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